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1. COMPACT CONCRETE, EARTHWORK, PER CAS-STD PLAN ON 6-21-13, REPLACE TO THE NEAREST JOINT.
2. CONCRETE CURB & GUTTER PER CAS-STD PLAN ON 6-21-13, REPLACE TO THE NEAREST JOINT, WHETHER OR NOT NEW OR PREVIOUS ADJOINING.
3. COMPACT CONCRETE SIDEWALK PER CAS-STD PLAN ON 6-22-13, REPLACE TO THE NEAREST JOINT.
4. REPLACE EXISTING GRADE, TO ORIGINAL CONDITION.
5. OVERGRADING PER CAS-STD PLAN ON 6-28-13, REPLACE ALL DISTURBED SURFACES WITHIN A 20’ X 20’ DIAMETER DUG PROJECT OR REPLACE EXISTING MONUMENT PER CAS-STD PLAN NO. ON 6-28-13.
8. RESTORE EXISTING CONCRETE PAVING WALL TO ORIGINAL CONDITION.

RESTORATION NOTES

1. THE LOCATION OF THE CONSTRUCTION RESTORATION WORK IS APPROXIMATE ONLY, AND THE EXACT LOCATION AND CURRENT CONDITION OF EXISTING UTILITIES, PIPELINES, AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION AS APPROPRIATE IS TO BE DETERMINED BY THE CONTRACTOR AND THE CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES TO EXISTING UTILITIES, PIPELINES, AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION AS APPROPRIATE.
2. CONTRACTOR IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES TO EXISTING UTILITIES, PIPELINES, AND OTHER CONSTRUCTION AS APPROPRIATE.
3. REMOVE ALL EXISTING CONCRETE CASTINGS WITHIN ASPHALT PATTERNS TO GRADE PER CITY STANDARD SECTIONS.
4. REPLACE EXISTING SIDEWALK TARMAC CASTINGS WITHIN ASH PATTERNS PER CAS-STD PLAN ON 6-21-13 AS DIRECTED BY THE CITY INSPECTOR.
5. REPLACE EXISTING STORM MANHOLE CASTINGS WITHIN ASH PATTERNS PER CAS-STD PLAN ON 6-28-13 AS DIRECTED BY THE CITY INSPECTOR.
6. CONTRACTOR TO DEMOLISH PAVING, PRIOR TO EXCAVATION, AS Required.
7. 6" WIDE PAVING ALONG TRUNK PER CAS-STD PLAN ON 6-21-13.
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